1971 ford ranch wagon

The Ford Ranch Wagon is a station wagon which was built by Ford from to The Ranch Wagon
was a full-size model, except in and , when it was part of the intermediate-size Fairlane series,
and represented the lowest-priced selection in its respective line. In the early s, the era of the
wood-bodied station wagon was coming to an end. When Ford introduced a redesigned line of
cars for the model year , its Country Squire continued to cater to buyers who still wanted a
station wagon with the look of wood attained by applying simulated exterior wood decals, which
were framed in genuine wood through But for other wagon buyers, Ford also gave them two
new choices that year, the first all-steel wagons in the firm's history. These were the Country
Sedan , a four-door model in the mid-range Customline series; and the Ranch Wagon, which
was a two-door model in the economy Mainline series, inspired by the European-term
shooting-brake. The Ranch Wagon ran with either the standard "Mileage Maker" six-cylinder
engine or the long-familiar flathead V8 , which was optional. After receiving mostly cosmetic
changes for , a second Ranch Wagon model, a slightly fancier version in the Customline series,
was added for , the year Ford's new Y-block V8 replaced the flathead unit. The two models were
renamed Ranch Wagon and Custom Ranch Wagon for , when the entire Ford station wagon set
became a series of its own. That same model was the basis for the new Ranchero , and a
Mercury version called the Mercury Commuter which was a hardtop inspired wagon without a
"B" pillar. There were three Ranch Wagons the following year, as the first four-door Ranch
Wagon was added to the model range. The Del Rio was dropped for , replaced by a
one-year-only two-door Country Sedan. By this time, full-size two-door station wagons were fast
fading in popularity, and the two-door Ranch Wagon was the last full-size two-door wagon ever
built along with the two-door Plymouth Deluxe Suburban of that same year , leaving the
four-door as the sole Ranch Wagon model for In and , no Ranch Wagon was included in Ford's
full-size station wagon series, [2] but the name was used for some station wagons in the
intermediate-size Fairlane series. The models ran with a cid six-cylinder or any of three optional
V8 enginesâ€”, or cid. The was dropped for The Ranch Wagon returned to the full-size line for In
, it was the beneficiary of Ford's innovative new dual-action Magic Doorgate, which could be
opened either down or sideways. In , two new Ranch Wagon models, called the Custom Ranch
Wagons, were introduced; one a six-passenger model, the other the first Ranch Wagon
furnished with third row seating , Ford's familiar side-mounted dual-facing rear seats. Ford
wagons ceased to be a separate series when they were redesigned for , officially becoming part
of the respective series on which they were based; thus that year's base Ranch Wagon was now
a member of the low-end Custom series. In , for the first time, all Ranch Wagons were powered
by a V8. A three-speed manual transmission continued as standard through the model year,
with all cars fitted with a SelectShift automatic transmission starting with the models. The
Custom series was dropped when Ford issued the next generation of full-size cars for , meaning
all Ranch Wagons were Custom s. The Ranch Wagon was the last available for sale to the
general public. From to , small quantities of Custom station wagons no longer called Ranch
Wagon were produced strictly for fleet buyers. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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LTD II. Custom Super Deluxe. Custom Deluxe. Galaxie Mainliner. Fairlane Galaxie Galaxie XL.
Galaxie LTD. Station wagon. Del Rio. Ranch Wagon. Country Sedan. Country Squire. Personal
luxury. This is the front of the front fender that holds the headlight bucket. Model: Ranchero
Years: RH. Model: Passenger Years: RH. Model: Ranchero Years: LH. Model: Passenger Years:
LH. Model: Ranchero Years: RH, lower. Model: Passenger Years: RH, lower. Model: Ranchero
Years: LH, lower. Model: Passenger Years: LH, lower. Model: Ranchero Years: RH, upper.
Model: Passenger Years: RH, upper. Model: Ranchero Years: LH, upper. Model: Passenger
Years: LH, upper. Patch panel for the top of the front fender above the headlight. Model:
Mustang Years: LH. Model: Mustang Years: RH. Fits between the radiator core support and the
shock tower. The right side is where the battery would be. Model: Cougar Years: RH. Model:
Cougar Years: LH. Fits between the shock tower and the firewall. Hood hinges mount to this
part. Model: Mustang Years: Model: Cougar Years: Goes from firewall to front of car, includes
inner and outer frame rail. Experienced body and frame specialists recommended to install.
Extends from the floor pan to the verticle part of the firewall. Model: Mustang Years: trim to fit
on Attaches to the main body behind the front fender where the front of the rocker panel
attaches. Includes the lower door hinge pocket. Full floor from inner rocker to inner rocker, from
toe boards to rear seat riser. Front seat risers are NOT included. Must be shipped by truck
freight from manufacturer. Customer pays the trucking company for the shipping when the

shipment arrives. Customer pays shipping when picked up at store. Model: Mustang Fastback
Years: Model: Mustang Coupe Years: Model: Mustang Convertible Years: Model: Cougar Years:
LH, 60" long, 24" wide. Model: Cougar Years: RH, 60" long, 24" wide. This is the angled panel
from the flat part of the floor pan to the firewall to the transmission tunnel and the inner kick
panel. Fits from the toe board to just behind front seat. Model: Ranchero Years: Model:
Passenger Years: Model: Passenger Years: RH, except retractable and conv. Model: Passenger
Years: LH, except retractable and conv. These are made from die-stamped 16 gauge steel.
Model: Passenger Years: third row, LH. Model: Passenger Years: third row, RH. Made like
original. Includes the door sill area on top and goes around underneath to the inner rocker
panel. Model: Passenger Years: RH, all 2-door body styles. Model: Passenger Years: LH, all
2-door body styles. Model: Mustang Years: RH, trim to fit Model: Mustang Years: LH, trim to fit
Model: Fairlane 4 Door Hardtop Years: Model: Custom 4 Door Years: Model: Passenger 2 Door
Years: all 2-door body styles. Model: Passenger 4 Door Years: Model: Galaxie Years: RH, all
2-door body styles. Model: Galaxie Years: LH, all 2-door body styles. All new steel door. This is
an empty shell, must use your old hardware, window parts, door latches, and door hinges. All
original holes are there. Must be shipped by truck freight. These will come freight collect.
Repairs from the back of the door to half of the wheel opening. All panels listed are for 2-door
models. Model: Galaxie Years: RH. Model: Galaxie Years: LH. Model: Fairlane Years: RH. Model:
Fairlane Years: LH. Model: Falcon Years: RH. Model: Falcon Years: LH. Extends from inside the
front of the quarter panel behind the door to the front of the wheel opening connecting the outer
quarter patch panel to the rear floor pan. Made from 18 gauge steel with correct ribs for
strength. Stiffens the lower part of the quarter panel between the door and wheel well. Fits
Fairlane and Custom models. Repairs from the trunk floor just behind the wheelwell to the back
of the trunk and down to the outer quarter panel. Stamped out of 18 gauge steel. Model: Custom
Years: LH. Model: Custom Years: RH. This is the cast piece that bolts to the end of the quarter
panel. Model: Mustang Fastback Years: no hole for moldings. Concours correct nuts with
washers. Model: Mustang Years: set of 6. Connects the tail light panel to the trunk floor. The
trunk striker plate bolts to this. Model: Mustang Years: except convertible. New for Falcon. The
floor is 57" long, Has hole for gas tank mounting like orginal. Model: Falcon Years: except
wagon and sedan delivery. Goes from the inner quarter to the gas tank, and from the wheel well
to the tail light panel. This is the outer panel below the trunk. Fits from fender to fender,
includes the trunk seal flange and the reinforcement for the trunk latch. Model: Passenger
Years: fits all pass, except retractable and wagon. Goes from the inner quarter to the flat trunk
floor, and from the wheel well to the tail light panel. Mounts betwean the outer trunk floors and
attaches to the tail light panel. Rear part of the gas tank attaches to this. Click to Close. Search
Part Number. Front Fender Upper Cap. Lower Rear Front Fender. Front of Fender Apron Patch
Panel. Shock Tower. Rear of Fender Apron Patch Panel. Head Light Mounting Panel This is the
front of the front fender that holds the headlight bucket. Fits vehicles Front Fender Upper Cap
Patch panel for the top of the front fender above the headlight. Complete Front Frame Rail.
Front Cross Member. Complete Front Frame Rail Goes from firewall to front of car, includes
inner and outer frame rail. Lower Front Door Post. Toe Board Extends from the floor pan to the
verticle part of the firewall. Lower Front Door Post Attaches to the main body behind the front
fender where the front of the rocker panel attaches. Full Floor Pan. Toe Board. Front Floor Pan.
Transmisson Tunnel. Rear Floor Pan. Floor Pan Braces. Complete Floor Pan Full floor from
inner rocker to inner rocker, from toe boards to rear seat riser. Full Floor Pan Must use old
center. Toe Board This is the angled panel from the flat part of the floor pan to the firewall to the
transmission tunnel and the inner kick panel. Front Floor Pan Fits from the toe board to just
behind front seat. Rear Floor Pan Rear floor pans are complete side to side including the
driveshaft tunnel. Floor Pan Braces Has 4 rows of floor braces. Rocker Patch Panel. Inner
Rocker Panels. Rocker Patch Panel Slip-over patch type. New Steel Door Shell All new steel
door. Quarter Panel Front Section. Quarter Panel Inner Brace. Lower Rear Quarter Patch Panel.
Quarter Panel Extension. Quarter Panel Extension Nut. Full Quarter Panel Must be shipped by
truck freight. Quarter Panel Front Section Repairs from the back of the door to half of the wheel
opening. Lower Front Inner Quarter Patch Panel Extends from inside the front of the quarter
panel behind the door to the front of the wheel opening connecting the outer quarter patch
panel to the rear floor pan. Quarter Panel Inner Brace Stiffens the lower part of the quarter panel
between the door and wheel well. Lower Inner Rear Quarter Patch Panel Repairs from the trunk
floor just behind the wheelwell to the back of the trunk and down to the outer quarter panel.
Quarter Panel Extension This is the cast piece that bolts to the end of the quarter panel. Quarter
Panel Extension Nut Concours correct nuts with washers. Tail Light Panel Bracket. Tail Light
Panel. Tail Light Panel Bracket Connects the tail light panel to the trunk floor. Rear Trunk Floor.
Below Trunk Panel Tailpan. Outer Trunk Floor. Rear Trunk Crossmember. Complete Trunk Floor

New for Falcon. Rear Trunk Floor Goes from the inner quarter to the gas tank, and from the
wheel well to the tail light panel. Below Trunk Panel Tailpan This is the outer panel below the
trunk. Outer Trunk Floor Goes from the inner quarter to the flat trunk floor, and from the wheel
well to the tail light panel. Rear Trunk Crossmember Mounts betwean the outer trunk floors and
attaches to the tail light panel. Although this Ranch Wagon is a little rough around the edges,
there is a lot of potential in this relatively straight and solid wagon. Having sat for quite a while,
this wagon is mostly complete, and has the potential to be a great project with plenty of space.
Check it out here on craigslist out of Oroville, California. Being a California car, hopefully doing
a careful cleaning and fresh fluids would yield the possibility of this engine running once again.
Overall the engine has a relatively nice appearance with the valve covers showing off the Ford
name oh so proudly. In the engine bay, and on the exterior, there are two different shades of
blue to be seen. Beyond the varying colors, the engine compartment only reflects minor surface
rust in a few places. Depending on your flavor, I think more carburation would be a fun option
for the 3 speed manual wagon. Taking a peek inside, the interior is dusty, and the bench seat
and floor are lightly covered with trash. The dash is lightly coated with dust, but appears to
suffer with only minor flaws. Thankfully a classic radio is still installed, and this dash never fell
victim to a rough and cut modern radio. There is at least the driver side door panel installed,
and usually it is the one that receives the most wear and tear through time. I would suspect the
interior overall is reasonable, and would benefit greatly from a cleaning, and may even be nice
enough to use as is based on your tastes. Mostly covered with paint, this wagon is a bit
weathered from the California sun. Overall the body looks quite straight, and there only appear
to be a couple of missing trim pieces. The worst part of this wagon is the rear quarters as there
is a fair amount of rot and holes present. The seller has mentioned that the rockers have some
rust, but it is not apparent from the photos. What would you do with this 2 door wagon? Great
find! In the early s, two-door station wagons were common. Our family had a Plymouth two door
station wagon during the 60s. I believe it was in the later s when two door station wagons were
being phased out in favor of four-door station wagons. During the s, two door station wagons
went extinct in favor of their four door cousins, at least with the Detroit big three automakers
anyway. As for the car.. My dad always bought two doors because the kids in the back could not
open the doors and fall out! Not the original engine. This should have the y block with
horsepower. The is a much better choice though, because it was in production for 10 years,
making parts availability easier. I think it might be. The right carb and crossover exhaust. Also, I
think the 54 valve covers were orange. I agree the would be a better basis for more power. Truck
versions had forged cranks, for the truly serious power seekers. But WHY? Back years ago,
before car seats and all, parents had the theory that the tighter you packed the kids the safer it
was. And with no doors, it was harder for them to fall out. Some still did. Before the government
decided to try to make cars safer. I feel the market has gone down on everything in the last year.
My parents subscribed to the two door is safer thing until the purchase of our 59 Ford when I
was about We had 50, 51, 53, 55 and 57 new 2-door Fords and Dad even disabled the driver side
rear door on the 39 Chevy woodie that was the family car for a while had to leave the passenger
side functional so we could get into the back seat, which was only two positions on the left side
to allow access to the way back. Wish I had that one back or the 57 Ranch Wagon. We had one
of those when I was a kid! Love to have it now. It almost works as a 6 speed. But under the
heater controls there is the OD handle that must be pulled for that option. My folks had 3
daughters, but Dad still hung onto his beautiful 49 Merc convertible! Then my older brother
came along, and he had to sell it for one of these 2 door Ranch Wagons. Then I was born, and
they sold it for a 4 door Ranch Wagon. If that wasnt bad enough, my little brother popped up 2
years later and they had to buy a 61 Plymouth 9 passenger wagon, forever known as the Queen
Mary! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Brian
Birkner. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments XMA Cool wagon! The GMC
motorhome in the background is interesting. Oldog4tz Member. Flagged for removal? Brian T
Kearns. It looks like it says Overdrive on the back tailgate. Bob C. Alan Brase. Yes, way too
much money. Your price is more realistic. Brian M Member. It also says Overdrive on the
tailgate. Any mention of it anywhere else? No Reserve! Superb Continental Mark II. Restored
and Parked: Lancia Scorpion. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free
daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Availability, color, price
and selection may vary between our website and physical stores. Please, call the store you
choose first and make sure the specific product you want is in stock. We are not responsible for
incorrect store telephone numbers or addresses. Save on Shipping when you bundle! View

Offer Details. Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Used as a step to
reach vehicle roof Additional styles and sizes available. Shop Now. Fits into any automotive cup
holder Supports a wide range of mobile devices Additional accessories available. Durable,
heavy-duty design Stepped lip design fits license plates snugly. Heavy-duty, custom fit indoor
and outdoor car covers Protects vehicle surfaces from damaging sediments and hazards.
Contains and organizes trunk area cargo Grippy underside prevents cargo from sliding.
Ultimate line of automotive care and cleaning products Specially engineered formulas that
provide superior protection. Great for work or home Supports a wide range of mobile devices.
TabletHolder Desktop Tablet Holder. No Reviews. Great for kids and adults, at work or at play
Supports a wide range of tablets. Adheres to flat, smooth surfaces like mirror or glass Supports
a wide range of mobile devices. Interior Protection for your Ford Ranch Wagon. Heavy-duty,
durable coated polyester fabric. Machine washable! Durable fabric designed to repel liquids and
protect against scuffing. Trim-to-Fit Floor Mat Semi-universal vehicle mats. Just trim it to fit it!
Traps fluids and debris from vehicle flooring. Heavy duty universal car mats. Semi-Universal
design Features reservoirs and ridges for trapping fluids and debris. Fits almost all factory
vehicle cup holders Catches and contains spills. Exterior Protection for your Ford Ranch
Wagon. Custom-fit UV-resistant outdoor car cover Features enhanced water-resistant acrylic
fiber material Choose from three color options. Custom-fit heavy duty indoor car cover Shields
vehicle from settling sediment, moisture and other hazards Choose from six color options. Fits
into any automotive cup holder Supports a wide range of mobile devices. The CupFone with
Hand Sanitizer Holder allows you to safely, quickly and conveniently access your hand
sanitizer. The CupFone Two View has all the same features as the original CupFone, plus it
allows users to view their phone in both portrait and landscape modes. Fully adjustable! The
DeskFone Two View has all the same features as the regular DeskFone, plus it allows users to
view their phone in either portrait or landscape modes. Germ Protection for your Ford Ranch
Wagon. Protects your personal items from germs and damage Perfect for home improvement
projects, organization, hobbies, keeping bathrooms safe and much more Keeps virtually
anything that fits safe, organized and easy-to-find Easy to fold up for on-the-go use. The
CupFone Hand Sanitizer Holder attaches easily to your CupFone, to allow you to safely, quickly
and conveniently access your hand sanitizer. Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents
and scratches Used as a step to reach vehicle roof Measures 12" wide. Extra wide design for
added protection Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Measures 24"
wide. Solid aluminum, corrosion-resistant design Defends bumpers from rear end accidents,
dents and scratches Measures 12" wide. Solid aluminum, corrosion-resistant design Defends
bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Measures 24" wide. American-themed
design Defends bumpers from rear end accidents, dents and scratches Measures 12" wide.
Impact-resistant design that works as bumper protector Virtually unbreakable composition.
Dries vehicle in one-third the time of normal applicators Will not leave streaks or scratch
painted surfaces. ClearFrame Clear, durable one-piece frame that protects license plates.
Virtually indestructible clear license plate frame Optimum resistance to weathering Available in
17 colors. Virtually indestructible Optimum resistance to weathering Low profile design. High
clarity, epoxy laminated, woven carbon fiber Smooth glossy finish. Solid, one-piece stainless
steel frame PlateSpacer supports plate and frame away from car body. Titanium License Plate
Frame Solid titanium frame protection. Custom machined titanium billet frame Weather and
corrosion resistant. Solid billet aluminum low-profile license plate frame Made from
American-sourced raw materials Available in two colors. Solid billet aluminum low-profile
license plate frame Made from American-sourced raw materials Available in four colors. Durable
Spandex cotton fabric Available in Black or Red. Keeps batteries charged when not in use
Monitors battery condition to keep it functioning properly. Trim-to-fit belts Durable, waterproof
recycled material Available in 14 colors. TechFloor Flooring for Home and Business. Holds up
to 19 oz. All-Purpose Mat Multi-use mat for everyday living. Heavy-duty material protects against
everyday messes Raised outer lip keeps spills, leaks and more contained for easy cleaning.
OutdoorMat For Home and Business. Heavy duty non-slip mat for exterior entryways Features
semi-rigid cones to remove debris from footwear Available in four colors. IndoorMat For Home
and Business. Heavy duty non-slip mat for interior entryways Traps and contains fluids and dirt
from foot traffic Available in four colors. Designed to funnel messes away from footwear Great
solution for storing messy footwear Available in four colors. Protects your cabinet interiors
from spills and leaks Great for kitchens, bathrooms and utility rooms Available in two colors.
Catches liquid overspills Helps prevent scratches and water leaks Available in three colors.
WeatherTech Coasters Surface Protection. Surface protection from heat, spills and
condensation Inspired by signature WeatherTech floor mats. Pet Accessories for your Ford
Ranch Wagon. Various sizes allow you to pick the perfect size for your dog or cat. Raised outer

lip keeps spills, leaks and more contained for easy cleaning. Single High Pet Feeding System
Raised dog bowl or cat bowl, perfect for outdoor patios or as an in-house extra. Single bowl
feeding station or water station for dogs and cats. Raised outer lip keeps spills and leaks
contained for easy cleaning. Multiple bowl sizes and colors! Choose the perfect one for your
pet. Compact size makes this system ideal for trips to the park or bringing along on road trips
and vacations. Ergonomic design provides easy access for food and water. Adjustable and
expandable Fastens securely to interior - no tools or drilling required Made in the USA. Pet
Partition Heavy-duty, seatback travel barrier keeps your dog safe in the back seat, so you can
focus on the road. Portable heavy duty pet ramp for elevated vehicles Non-slip surface for
added traction. EasyRamp Perfect for larger vehicles and for older pets. Easy to assemble and
use Super strong with a lb. Pet Safety Harness Keeps your pet safe and secure while on-the-go.
Functions as a seat belt for your pet Available in 7 different sizes. Quickly stores your Pet
Barrier Easy to carry and stow away. Official Racing Team Gear Stylish design in long and
short-sleeved options. Gift Cards for your Ford Ranch Wagon. Gift Cards. Perfect gift for any
occasion Only available through WeatherTech. We're sorry, we didn't recognize the Zip code
entered. Please try again. You are now leaving WeatherTech. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
2005 ford escape repair manual pdf
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

